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    Simple Peace Universe (Lyrics)  

 

 :o) is for Team One Happy sense of humor  vibes… 

 

Hook: 

Simple peace respect... 

Spirit of our story now the universe is next (4 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Freedom is human rights not left or right categories don't fight the light right? cave allegories 

Diversity makes us strong so many visions long, so here's some peace takin note of all the stories 

 

We should be voting for Assemblies Civil Rights Act 

One side or the other not alternative facts 

Saying this or that divisive election game distracts 

Tryin to confuse we watchin U n that's that 

 

We seek the  truth and the truth it does exist 

Elections? we should teach, ain't nothing to mess with   :o) 

Galaxies and better  :o)  Good Vibes nobody's a myth not criminalizing thought :o) People fought their 
best with 

 

For us to whom it is, we gotta past the WU test 

Simple piece inside outside manifest 

We Chillin... like we said bless 

We do our best n let God do the rest 
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Hook: 

 

Simple peace respect... 

Spirit of our story now the universe is next (4 times) 

 

Presidents Strife rally at war with First Amendment health 

Exalts himself above the peace n' everybody else 

There was a point to Yes We Can things beyond the wealth  

Like love one another Brother's Keeper and Inner health 

 

Might say, "Well is that your life?" "Rhymes for Raps?" :o) 

Well, what if it is?... just relax 

The glasses half full with half empty One Max 

Simple piece we go from there  like the law of Attracts 

 

Let's work together one love present and connected 

Not (the) condoned entitled time is money static Chump infection (They claim that just the Kids are 
entitled, but they are the epitome of the world famous American "entitled" destroy and pollute 
constructs in denial) 

There's a difference between B i x x h and 11:25, know that our words have power and direction 

 

Just for mentioning the peace bring the flesh into the air 

40 billion plus planets in the universe where? :o) 

Cezar Chaves shined the light, when you can, catch the movie because it's us who really care 
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Hook: 

 

Simple peace respect... 

Spirit of our story now the universe is next (4 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

One love. One heart. One People. We're practicing focusing on strengthening our resolve and not 
despair. 

Gratitude each segment of the day. Nice n' easy peace on Earth. 


